Letters From The Light Brigade The British Cavalry In The Crimean War
Yeah, reviewing a ebook Letters From The Light Brigade The British Cavalry In The Crimean War could ensue your close connections listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, achievement does not suggest that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as accord even more than new will have the funds for each success. neighboring to, the broadcast as with ease as insight of this Letters From The Light Brigade The British Cavalry
In The Crimean War can be taken as well as picked to act.

Forgotten Heroes - Roy Dutton 2007
First hand accounts of the men who took part in the heroic and tragic Charge of the Light Brigade at the
Battle of Balaclava on the 25th October 1854. Previously unpublished biographies of the men and
photographs bring their stories to life. What became of our heroes? Some died penniless while others found
fame and fortune. Set within an unrelenting and cruel military campaign, where many would perish,
unravelling the myths to find many of the missing Chargers was a massive undertaking.
Academy, with which are Incorporated Literature and the English Review - 1909
The Charge of the Light Brigade - John Grehan 2017-03-30
The most notorious, and most contentious, cavalry charge in history still remains an enigma. Though
numerous books have been written about the charge, all claiming to reveal the truth or to understand the
reason why; exactly what happened at Balaklava on 25 October 1854 continues to be fiercely debated.
Voices from the Past, The Charge of the Light Brigade relives that fateful day not through the opinions of
such historians but from the words of those that were there. This is the story of the charge told by the
soldiers of both sides, in the most detailed description of the Battle of Balaklava yet written. Gallop with the
light dragoons and lancers into the mouths of the Russian cannon as the shells and cannonballs decimate
their ranks. Read of the desperate efforts to return down the Valley of Death as the enemy pressed around
the remnants of the Light Brigade, and of the nine Victoria Crosses won that day.Possibly more significant
are the accusations and counter-arguments that followed the loss of the Light Brigade. Just who was
responsible for that terrible blunder? The leading figures all defended their own positions, leading to
presentations in Parliament and legal action. Yet one of those senior figures made an astonishing admission
immediately after the battle, only to change his story when the charge became headline news. Just who was
it that made the fatal error that cost the British Army its Light Brigade?
Letters Home - Henry Matrau 1993
Gift donated by George "Peter" Warrick.
A British Rifle Man - George Simmons 1899
One of the best and most justly famous of the many memoirs of a serving British soldier during the
Napoleonic Wars. Born in Beverley in east Yorkshire, George Simmons began his military life in 1805 as
Assistant Surgeon in the LIncoln Militia. He subsequently joined the 95th Rifles in order to help pay for his
younger brothers education. Simmons served throughout the thick of the Peninsular War under Wellington,
doing his duty as a Rifleman in six campaigns up to 1814, and seeing action at the sieges of Ciudad
Roderigo and Badajoz and the battles of Salamanca, Vittoria, and finally of Waterloo. He was thrice severely
wounded, but survived to write these memoirs, which were basaed on the letters he sent home to his
impecunious but doting parents.
General Sir James Scarlett - Martin Sheppard 2022-03-30
The morning of the Battle of Balaklava, on 25 October 1854, saw a desperate charge against a greatly
superior Russian force. Epitomised by the reckless courage of the British cavalry in the face of heavy odds,
the charge was a complete success, putting the Russians to flight. This charge was not that of the Light
Brigade, which took place later the same day, but that of the Heavy Brigade, under the command of
General James Scarlett. Caught by surprise, Scarlett dressed the three hundred men nearest to him, placed
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himself well ahead of them and charged uphill to an extraordinary and unlikely victory. The Charge of the
Heavy Brigade, a resounding success, has unjustly been overshadowed by the blunders that led to the
heroic defeat of the Charge of the Light Brigade. James Scarlett himself has also been unfairly ignored due
the focus on the enmity between the Earls of Cardigan and Lucan. The strategic significance of the Heavy
Brigade’s victory, preventing the Russians capturing the key British base, the port of Balaklava, has been
overlooked, as has General Scarlett’s decisive part in thwarting Russia’s best chance of winning the
Crimean War. Although his heroic leadership at Balaklava was undoubtedly the most important event in
James Scarlett’s life, he had a long and distinguished military career before and after the Crimean War.
Based on his own previously unpublished letters, including a long description of his day at Balaklava,
General Sir James Scarlett is the first book focused on a remarkable soldier.
The First Vcs - John Grehan 2016-10-31
Officers led and men followed; all were expected to do their duty without thought of reward. Enlisted men
rarely penetrated the officer ranks and promotion owed more to money than merit. Then came the Crimean
War.The incompetence and ineffectiveness of the senior officers contrasted sharply with the bravery of the
lower ranks. Fuelled by the reports from the first-ever war correspondents which were read by an
increasingly literate public, the mumblings of discontent rapidly grew into a national outcry. Questions
were asked in Parliament, answers were demanded by the press why were the heroes of the Alma,
Inkerman and the Charge of the Light Brigade not being recognised? Something had be done.That
something was the introduction of an award that would be of such prestige it would be sought by all men
from the private to the Field Marshal. It would be the highest possible award for valour in the face of the
enemy and it bore the name of the Queen for whom the men fought.This is the story of how the first
Victoria Crosses were attained in the heat of the most deadly conflict of the nineteenth century. It is also an
examination of how the definition of courage, as recognised by the awarding of VCs, evolved, from saving
the regimental colours at the Alma to saving a comrade in the No Mans Land before Sevastopol.
The Siege of Sevastopol, 1854–1855 - Anthony Dawson 2017-06-30
The Crimean War, the most destructive and deadly war of the nineteenth century, has been the subject of
countless books, yet historian Anthony Dawson has amassed an astonishing collection of previously
unknown and unpublished material, including numerous letters and private journals. Many untapped
French sources reveal aspects of the fighting in the Crimea that have never been portrayed before.The
accounts demonstrate the suffering of the troops during the savage winter and the ravages of cholera and
dysentery that resulted in the deaths of more than 16,000 British troops and 75,000 French. Whilst there is
graphic firsthand testimony from those that fought up the slopes of the Alma, in the valley of death at
Balaklava, and the fog of Inkerman, the book focusses upon the siege; the great artillery bombardments,
the storming of the Redan and the Mamelon, and the largest man-made hole in history up to that time when
the Russians blew up the defences they could not hold, with their own men inside.The Siege of Sevastopol
also highlights, for the first time, the fourth major engagement in the Crimea, the Battle of the Tchernaya in
August 1855, the Russians last great attempt to break the siege. This predominantly French-fought battle
has never before examined in such in English language books.
General Sir James Scarlett - Martin Sheppard 2022-03-30
The morning of the Battle of Balaklava, on 25 October 1854, saw a desperate charge against a greatly
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superior Russian force. Epitomised by the reckless courage of the British cavalry in the face of heavy odds,
the charge was a complete success, putting the Russians to flight. This charge was not that of the Light
Brigade, which took place later the same day, but that of the Heavy Brigade, under the command of
General James Scarlett. Caught by surprise, Scarlett dressed the three hundred men nearest to him, placed
himself well ahead of them and charged uphill to an extraordinary and unlikely victory. The Charge of the
Heavy Brigade, a resounding success, has unjustly been overshadowed by the blunders that led to the
heroic defeat of the Charge of the Light Brigade. James Scarlett himself has also been unfairly ignored due
the focus on the enmity between the Earls of Cardigan and Lucan. The strategic significance of the Heavy
Brigade’s victory, preventing the Russians capturing the key British base, the port of Balaklava, has been
overlooked, as has General Scarlett’s decisive part in thwarting Russia’s best chance of winning the
Crimean War. Although his heroic leadership at Balaklava was undoubtedly the most important event in
James Scarlett’s life, he had a long and distinguished military career before and after the Crimean War.
Based on his own previously unpublished letters, including a long description of his day at Balaklava,
General Sir James Scarlett is the first book focused on a remarkable soldier.
The Selected Letters of Caroline Norton - Ross Nelson 2021-02-25
As the first nineteenth century woman to successfully campaign for women’s rights legislation, Caroline
Norton has been comparatively neglected and under-researched. There is, however, a current and growing
interest in her life and work. This is a new three volume collection of the correspondence of Caroline
Norton. The collection includes over 750 of her letters and also features an introduction by the editors,
contextualising and embedding Caroline’s literary and political achievements within the narrative of her
letters.
English Mechanic and Mirror of Science - 1889
English Mechanic and World of Science - 1882
Hell Riders - Terry Brighton 2013-12-10
On the 150th anniversary of the world's most famous cavalry charge comes a revisionist retelling of the
battle based on firsthand accounts from the soldiers who fought there In October 1854, with the Crimean
War just under way and British and French troops pushing the tsar's forces back from the Black Sea, seven
hundred intrepid English horsemen charged a mile and a half into the most heavily fortified Russian
position in the Crimea in Ukraine. In the seven minutes it took the cavalry to cross this distance, more than
five hundred of them were killed. Celebrated in poetry and legend, the charge of the Light Brigade has
stood for a century and a half as a pure example of military dash and daring. Until now, historical accounts
of this cavalry charge have relied upon politically motivated press reports and diaries kept by the
aristocratic British generals who commanded the action. In Hell Riders, noted historian and Crimean War
expert Terry Brighton looks, for the first time, to the journals recorded by survivors-the soldiers who did the
fighting. His riveting firsthand narrative reveals the tragically inept leadership on the part of the British
commander in chief, Lord Raglan, whose orders for the charge were poorly communicated and
misinterpreted, and an unfathomable indifference on the part of British officers to the men who survived
the battle and were left to tend their wounds and bury the dead in the freezing cold. While the charge
overran the Russians, it gained nothing and the war continued for another two years. In finally capturing
the truth behind the charge of the Light Brigade, Brighton offers a stirring portrait of incredible bravery in
the service of a misguided endeavor.
Allen's Indian mail and register of intelligence for British and foreign India - 1871
Sevastopol’s Wars - Mungo Melvin CB OBE 2017-05-18
Founded by Catherine the Great, the maritime city of Sevastopol has been fought over for centuries. Crucial
battles of the Crimean War were fought on the hills surrounding the city, and the memory of this stalwart
defence inspired those who fruitlessly battled the Germans during World War II. Twice the city has faced
complete obliteration yet twice it has risen, phoenix-like, from the ashes. In this groundbreaking volume,
award-winning author Mungo Melvin explores how Sevastopol became the crucible of conflict over three
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major engagements – the Crimean War, the Russian Civil War and World War II – witnessing the death and
destruction of countless armies yet creating the indomitable 'spirit of Sevastopol'. By weaving together
first-hand interviews, detailed operational reports and battle analysis, Melvin creates a rich tapestry of
history.
Accounts and Papers - Great Britain. Parliament. House of Lords 1856
History of the War in the Peninsula - Sir William Francis Patrick Napier 1836
Monte Cassino - Matthew Parker 2004-06-01
Monte Cassino is the true story of one of the bitterest and bloodiest of the Allied struggles against the Nazi
army. Long neglected by historians, the horrific conflict saw over 350,000 casualties, while the worst
winter in Italian memory and official incompetence and backbiting only worsened the carnage and turmoil.
Combining groundbreaking research in military archives with interviews with four hundred survivors from
both sides, as well as soldier diaries and letters, Monte Cassino is both profoundly evocative and
historically definitive. Clearly and precisely, Matthew Parker brilliantly reconstructs Europe’s largest land
battle–which saw the destruction of the ancient monastery of Monte Cassino–and dramatically conveys the
heroism and misery of the human face of war.
In Search of the Light Brigade - Lawrence W. Crider 2004
Life and Letters of Judge Thomas J. Anderson and Wife, Including a Few Letters from Children
and Others; Mostly Written During the Civil War; a History - Thomas Jefferson Anderson 1904
Letters from a Life - Benjamin Britten 2008
Letters by the British composer to his friends, family, and colleagues document his life from school days to
the end of World War II.
General Sir James Scarlett - Martin Sheppard 2022-03-30
The morning of the Battle of Balaklava, on 25 October 1854, saw a desperate charge against a greatly
superior Russian force. Epitomised by the reckless courage of the British cavalry in the face of heavy odds,
the charge was a complete success, putting the Russians to flight. This charge was not that of the Light
Brigade, which took place later the same day, but that of the Heavy Brigade, under the command of
General James Scarlett. Caught by surprise, Scarlett dressed the three hundred men nearest to him, placed
himself well ahead of them and charged uphill to an extraordinary and unlikely victory. The Charge of the
Heavy Brigade, a resounding success, has unjustly been overshadowed by the blunders that led to the
heroic defeat of the Charge of the Light Brigade. James Scarlett himself has also been unfairly ignored due
the focus on the enmity between the Earls of Cardigan and Lucan. The strategic significance of the Heavy
Brigade’s victory, preventing the Russians capturing the key British base, the port of Balaklava, has been
overlooked, as has General Scarlett’s decisive part in thwarting Russia’s best chance of winning the
Crimean War. Although his heroic leadership at Balaklava was undoubtedly the most important event in
James Scarlett’s life, he had a long and distinguished military career before and after the Crimean War.
Based on his own previously unpublished letters, including a long description of his day at Balaklava,
General Sir James Scarlett is the first book focused on a remarkable soldier.
The Crimean War and its Afterlife - Lara Kriegel 2022-02-17
The mid-nineteenth century's Crimean War is frequently dismissed as an embarrassment, an event marred
by blunders and an occasion better forgotten. In The Crimean War and its Afterlife Lara Kriegel sets out to
rescue the Crimean War from the shadows. Kriegel offers a fresh account of the conflict and its afterlife:
revisiting beloved figures like Florence Nightingale and hallowed events like the Charge of the Light
Brigade, while also turning attention to newer worthies, including Mary Seacole. In this book a series of six
case studies transport us from the mid-Victorian moment to the current day, focusing on the heroes,
institutions, and values wrought out of the crucible of the war. Time and again, ordinary Britons looked to
the war as a template for social formation and a lodestone for national belonging. With lucid prose and rich
illustrations, this book vividly demonstrates the uncanny persistence of a Victorian war in the making of
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modern Britain.
The Letters of Alfred Lord Tennyson, 1851-1870 - Alfred Tennyson Baron Tennyson 1987-07
The first volume of The Letters of Alfred Lord Tennyson showed the young manbecoming a poet and
recorded the experiences--out of which so much of his poetrywas forged--that culminated in three personal
triumphs: marriage, In Memoriam,and the Poet Laureateship. Volume IIreveals the gradual emergence of a
new anddifferent Tennyson, moving confidentlyamong the great and famous--the intellectual, political, and
artistic elite--yetremaining very much a son of Lincolnshire,whose childlike simplicity of manner strikesall
who meet him. As a young man, he wasobliged to be paterfamilias of his father'sfamily; now he has a family
of his own,with two sons reaching manhood, twohouses, and two lives, one in London andthe other at home.
Through the letters we learn somethingabout his poetry (including "Maud," andThe Idylls of the King),
much abouthis dealings with publishers, and evenmore about his travels--in Scotland,Wales, Cornwall,
Norway, Switzerland,Auvergne, Brittany, the Pyrenees--and itis clear that all that he met became part ofhim
and of his poetry. By the close of thisvolume he is one of the two or three mostfamous names in the Englishspeakingliterary world. The edition includes an abundance of letters to and about Tennyson as well as
byhim, and its generous annotation has beencommended by reviewers for its range andwit.
Calendar of the Correspondence of George Washington, Commander in Chief of the Continental Army, with
the Officers ... - Library of Congress. Manuscript Division 1915
"This calendar is No. 2 of the Calendars of the Washington Manuscripts. It covers Washington's
correspondence with the military and naval officers of every rank of Continental and State troops, the
French auxiliaries, foreign ministers and agents, and officers in the British service. It should be used in
connection with Calendar No. 1 (The Correspondence of George Washington with the Continental
Congress. Washington: 1906), entries from which are occasionally duplicated for convenience of reference"-Prefatory note
In the Land of the Romanovs - Anthony Cross 2014-04-27
Over the course of more than three centuries of Romanov rule in Russia, foreign visitors and residents
produced a vast corpus of literature conveying their experiences and impressions of the country. The
product of years of painstaking research by one of the world’s foremost authorities on Anglo-Russian
relations, In the Lands of the Romanovs is the realization of a major bibliographical project that records the
details of over 1200 English-language accounts of the Russian Empire. Ranging chronologically from the
accession of Mikhail Fedorovich in 1613 to the abdication of Nicholas II in 1917, this is the most
comprehensive bibliography of first-hand accounts of Russia ever to be published. Far more than an
inventory of accounts by travellers and tourists, Anthony Cross’s ambitious and wide-ranging work includes
personal records of residence in or visits to Russia by writers ranging from diplomats to merchants,
physicians to clergymen, gardeners to governesses, as well as by participants in the French invasion of
1812 and in the Crimean War of 1854-56. Providing full bibliographical details and concise but informative
annotation for each entry, this substantial bibliography will be an invaluable tool for anyone with an
interest in contacts between Russia and the West during the centuries of Romanov rule.
The Important Collection of Autograph Letters and Documents Formed by John D. Crimmins - John Daniel
Crimmins 1907
The Railway that Helped win the Crimean War - Anthony Dawson 2022-09-30
Week after week, the guns of the British expeditionary force battered away at the defences of Sevastopol,
eight miles away from Balaklava, the port through which all besiegers’ supplies arrived. As autumn turned
to winter, rain and frost turned the track from Balaklava into a muddy quagmire and soon it became
virtually impassable. Horses were dying daily in their endeavours to pull carts up the hills to the siege lines,
and with few supplies reaching the front, the troops suffered terribly from malnutrition and frostbite.
Unless a solution could be found, the entire operation was doomed to humiliating, disastrous failure. When
news of the terrible plight of the troops reached the UK, a leading railway contractor and his partners
undertook to build a railway at cost from Balaklava to the front line – and promised that they could
construct it in just three weeks after they arrived in the Crimea. Though it took almost seven weeks to
complete the railway, in that time a double track which rose 500 feet from the port and travelled for seven
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miles to the siege lines had been laid. With food, clothing and ammunition at last able to reach the front,
the British along with their French allies were able to capture Sevastopol and bring the Crimean War to an
end. In this comprehensive and detailed account of the construction and use of what became known as the
Grand Crimean Central Railway the author describes the astonishing achievement in building the first
railway ever employed in warfare, and the first to be used for casualty evacuation, thousands of miles from
the UK.
Location Register of English Literary Manuscripts and Letters, Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries: A-J David C. Sutton 1995
Letters from the Light Brigade - Anthony Dawson 2014-06-30
The Charge of the Light Brigade is one of the most famous, controversial and emotive small-scale actions in
military history. Over the 160 years since the event, and since it was immortalized in Tennyson's poem, it
has generated a stream of writing and debate. Yet, as this new book by Anthony Dawson shows, the subject
is far from exhausted. His selection of previously unpublished letters and journal accounts of the two
cavalry charges at the Battle of Balaklava is a notable addition to the literature on the Crimean War. It
offers a direct insight into events on the battlefield as they were seen and understood by those who
witnessed them and by those who took part. In their own words, and in the language of the time, the men
who were there recorded what they knew and felt. 'Anthony Dawson's Letters from the Light Brigade offers
us a rich source of authentic, very telling soldiers' experiences from the Crimean War. He presents this new
collation with a concise, authoritative commentary on the deployment of the Light Brigade and its major
actions in Crimea. Of course, that formation's famous charge at Balaklava is given due prominence, but not
exclusively so. There are real gems of insight here, both historical and modern: much to fascinate and a
great deal to learn. I for one, will never look at or describe the battles and battlefields of the Crimea again
in quite the same way. Hence I am delighted to introduce and commend this work as a very valuable and
compelling addition to the literature of the Crimean War.' From the foreword by Mungo Melvin, Major
General (retired), President, British Commission for Military HistoryAs featured in the Yorkshire Post,
Huddersfield Examiner, Yorkshire Standard and on BBC Radio Manchester.
The British Occupation of Indonesia: 1945-1946 - Richard McMillan 2006-05-17
This is the first work to systematically examine the British occupation of Indonesia after the Second World
War. The occupation by British-Indian forces between 1945 and 1946 bridged the gap between the
surrender of Japan and the resumption of Dutch rule, and this book is a reappraisal of the conduct on the
ground of that British Occupation. Contrary to previous studies, this book demonstrates that occupation
was neither exclusively pro-Dutch nor pro-Indonesian; nor was it the orderly affair portrayed in the official
histories. Richard McMillan draws upon a wide range of sources previously unavailable to scholars - such as
recently declassified government papers and papers in private archives; he has also carried out revealing
interviews with key players. Presenting a wealth of new information, this highly original and well-written
book, will appeal to scholars of European Imperialism, the Second World War, military history and the
history of South and Southeast Asia. It will also be relevant to a wide range of undergraduate courses in
History.
The Destruction of Lord Raglan a Tragedy of the Crimean War 1854 55 - Christopher Hibbert 2017-08-24
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Letters - John Barth 1994
Basically, [Barth] takes several people from his early novels and has them all starting to write to each other,
and to him, their letters and experiences directing the plot. And what starts out as what could be a too-cute
literary trick winds up being extremely revealing, as the characters pour themselves into the letters,
regardless of whom they're writing to, as the plot skips and slips through time. On one level it acts as a
sequel to those early novels, continuing their stories and although it's not really required to read those
books, I'm not going to pretend it doesn't help. The best thing to do would be to read those old novels in
one block and then move onto this . . . I read them some years ago so I was a little fuzzy on the finer points.
But I picked it up. But Barth captures the voices of his old characters well and even if you didn't know who
was writing what letter, you could tell. And thus they tell the recepient, and us, about their hopes and fears,
they mingle together, they lie, they come unglued, and by the end you sort of get a tapestry of their
thoughts. There's a plot weaving through here but sometimes it becomes hard to connect it with six
different people discussing different angles of it with you, but I just went with it and enjoyed the writing for
what it was. --Michael Battaglia at Amazon.com.
Letters from Ladysmith - Edward Spiers 2010-11-30
Edward Spiers, a leading authority on the Victorian British army, presents here a select edition of letters
from the siege of Ladysmith (18991900) that have not been seen since their original publication in
metropolitan and provincial newspapers. The 250 letters were published in different British newspapers
and provide crucial insights into contemporary perceptions of the battles that preceded the siege, the onset
of the siege itself, and the desperate and bloody attempts to relieve the town. Subsequent efforts to defend
Ladysmith and to march to its relief became the great dramatic saga of the early phase of the AngloBoer
War, providing the context for a series of dramatic battles that embarrassed the Empire and destroyed
established reputations. Much has been written about the failings of the British commanders but it is clear
that in no other theatre in the war were the practical difficulties so real or the stakes so high. These letters
reflect vividly the feelings of junior officers and other ranks as they struggled to cope with the demands of
modern warfare, These eyewitness testimonies provide first-hand commentary upon the events in Natal
that shattered the pre-war confidence in Britain.
Winged Bull - Jeff Pearce 2021-06-15
In the summer of 1839, Henry Layard—just twenty-two years old—left England for eastern Europe and
distant lands of the Ottoman Empire. He had never set foot in these regions before and wasn’t fluent in
their languages. But he would experience one dramatic adventure after another, narrowly escaping death,
combatting murderous thieves, riding with Bakhtiari warriors in Persia, and going on secret missions for
the British embassy in Turkey. Layard made some of the most important archaeology discoveries ever,
uncovering the ruins of Nineveh in 1845, as well as the lost Assyrian capital of Ashur. It’s thanks to his
secret efforts that scores of Yezidi refugees were saved from persecution. When he returned to England, his
personal account of his finds at Nineveh became a bestseller. He went on to witness the famous Charge of
the Light Brigade, investigated the Indian Mutiny, and as Britain’s diplomat, he played a key role in saving
Istanbul from destruction and looting during a war. Real-life Indiana Jones meets Lawrence of Arabia in
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Winged Bull, the first biography in half a century to tell the story of Henry Layard and his daring
adventures. While you may not know his name, you likely have seen his work. The winged bulls, lions and
priceless treasures of art and jewelry that he found make up permanent collections in institutions such as
the British Museum, Britain’s National Gallery and New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art. Layard may
have also been the first “archaeologist with a conscience.” While better known figures either stole their
discoveries or bribed their way into ruins, Layard sought formal permission from local authorities. His
books and letters draw a picture of a man who deeply respected the lands and cultures he explored. Using
Layard’s own letters as well as archival materials and never-before-published documents, author Jeff
Pearce captures the life of a man who was never at rest, whether galloping off with tribal rulers or standing
up for the poor and downtrodden as a British MP. Discover the life of Henry Layard in this gripping tale of
astonishing discoveries, swashbuckling exploits, and political intrigue.
Official Letters of the Military and Naval Officers of the United States, During the War with Great
Britain in the Years 1812, 13, 14, & 15 - John Brannan 1823
The Academy and Literature - 1902
Blue-eyed Child of Fortune - Russell Duncan 1992
Nearly two hundred letters written by the Civil War hero depicted in the film Glory reveal his initial
reluctance to accept the command of the North's first black regiment and show how his reluctance soon
turned into loyalty and dedication.
Real War Horses - Anthony Dawson 2020-11-19
Many histories have been written about the conflicts the British army was involved in between the Battle of
Waterloo and the First World War. There are detailed studies of campaigns and battles and general
accounts of the experiences of the soldiers. But this book by Anthony Dawson is the first to concentrate in
depth, in graphic detail, on the experiences of the British cavalry during a century of warfare. That is why it
is of such value. It is also compelling reading because it describes, using the words of the cavalrymen of the
time, the organization, routines, training and social life of the cavalry as well as the fear and exhilaration of
cavalry actions. Perhaps the most memorable passages record the drama and excitement of cavalry charges
and the brutal, confused, often lethal experience of close-quarter combat in a melee of men and horses.
Few books give such a direct inside view of what it was like to serve in the British cavalry during the
nineteenth century.
The Letters of Charlotte Brontë: 1852-1855 - Charlotte Brontë 1995
In this volume we share Charlotte Brontë's experience for four crucial years. The success of Jane Eyre and
the strange power of Wuthering Heights made the 'brothers Bell' the 'universal theme of conversation'; but
privately the family endured the deaths of Branwell Brontë in September and Emily in December 1848,
followed by Anne's in May 1849. Haunted by the fear that she also would succumb, Charlotte found
salvation in writing Shirley, published in October 1849, and comfort in her friendship and correspondence
with Ellen Nussey, with her publishers-especially George Smith-with Mrs Gaskell, and (for a time) Harriet
Martineau. She may also have received a proposal of marriage from Smith, Edler's manager, James Taylor.
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